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Step 1 – Creating An Object For Printing
1. Use a 3D modeling application to produce a model from either a single object or
multiple objects that are connected (touching) each other.

Both tables will print as single, unified objects

2. Determine the units of measurement you will be using and make sure the modeling
application you are using is set to these units before you begin building your model.
Acceptable units of measurement include inches, millimeters, centimeters or meters.

“Working Units” preferences settings from Autodesk Maya Preferences Pane
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This simple step is critical and should not be ignored. You will need to reference your
chosen units of measurement when you bring the model in to be printed. Reporting
the wrong units of measurements can adversely affect the final size of your printed
object.
3. The model must be closed or “watertight” and free of any “holes”. “Holes” are
considered to be “non-manifold” geometry and may produce undesirable results.

Two “primitive” objects, one that is complete, and one that has “holes”

Please note that a “hole” is actual missing geometry from the surface of the model. It
is different than an opening in the model such as the opening in the center of a model
of a donut or an open door in a model of a shed.
4. The model must not have edges that are shared between more than two faces. This is
considered to be “non-manifold” geometry and may produce undesirable results.

Two primitive objects sharing a single, “2 dimensional” edge.
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5. All surfaces of your model should have their “normals” oriented in the correct direction.
“Normals” are indicators used by 3D modeling applications to determine the “inside” or
“outside” of individual faces. Inverted “normals” may produce undesirable results.

The cube on the left has all of its normals facing outware while the cube on the right
(the one with faces removed for clarity) has one normal facing inward. This is the
"Inverted Normal". Most 3D modeling applications have a "Show Normals" and a
“Reverse Normals“ function that will allow you to check and repair your model.
6. The smaller the model, or the smaller the specific details on your model, the greater
the chance that it will be damaged during fabrication. Please be aware that really fine
detail may not even print at all.

The same delicate model printed at four different scales

For the ProJet Powder-Based printer, the minimum safe dimension is 1/8in (3mm).
For the Lulzbot Extrusion-Printer, the minimum safe dimension is 1/16in (1.5mm).
Although we are willing to print objects that have features smaller than these
dimensions, we will not guarantee that they will survive fabrication. You will be
charged for the print regardless if it is successful or not.
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7. If your model is being fabricated using an Extrusion-Based plastic printer and has
sections that do no rest directly on the printing bed, the printing software will add
“Supports” during the printing process. “Supports” are removable printing artifacts that
provide a foundation for features that could sag or otherwise deform during printing.

“Supports” underpin the horizontal sections of this dragon model

Even though they are discarded once the printing process is finished, “Supports” are
printed along with your model and are part of the final cost of the project. While you
can request that “Supports” not be included with your object, your object may not print
properly and produce undesirable results.
If your model is being fabricated using a Powder-Based printer, the unused powder
itself will support features that do not rest directly on the bed so no additional modeled
supports are required.
8. If you are printing more than one distinct model, whenever possible please give them
to us as separate files. We would prefer that you NOT submit a “batch file” that
contains all of your models. When we set up each print run, we move the various
models around with the printing software as we “fill” the printer’s build area. The
software we use, however, does not allow us to manipulate individual items within a
single file that contains multiple objects. The software processes these objects as a
single unit even if they are separate and unconnected.

Questions
If you have any questions, please contact the Marriott Library Knowledge Commons at
801-581-4808.
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This document is intended to provide a few helpful hints that will help those navigate some of
the hurdles associated with 3D modeling for printing. It will be updated periodically.
1. It is always better to build your own models from scratch whenever possible. Many
pre-built models that are available on the internet are not intended to be printed.
These models may contain unseen non-manifold geometry (missing faces, shared
edges, inverted normals) that could produce undesirable results.
2. Pre-built models not intended for printing will often be saved using a file format that
cannot be recognized and processed by our 3D printing software. It is always best to
convert these models to STL (.stl) format in order to be printed.

Snapshot of a section from www.turbosquid.com 3D model listings. Note the different formats.

In the above screenshot, note the different formats that are available for each model.
All of these formats will need to be converted before the model can be printed.
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3. One online warehouse of printable 3D models is Makerbot Thingiverse
http://www.thingiverse.com/. The 3D models stored here are available in formats that
most 3D printing applications will recognize and process.

Snapshot of a section from www.thingiverse.com. Note that downloadable files are in STL format.

For simplicity, we still recommend using STLs for our service, whenever possible.
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4. There are a very large number of 3D file formats and extensions. Many are
proprietary and can only be read by specific 3D modeling applications. The correct 3D
modeling application will be required in order to make changes or repairs and to save
or convert the model into STL format. Many 3D modeling applications can import and
process a variety of non-native file formats but may require plug-ins or extensions to
do so.

Screenshot of AutoDesk Maya “Import” window showing a sample of the formats Maya can import

A comprehensive list of file formats and their associated applications can be found at
the end of this document.

5. As you prepare or build your model for printing, save your project often and as
different versions of the original file. While modeling, it is possible to unknowingly
introduce non-manifold geometry and other issues that could produce undesirable
results during printing. This is especially true if you are using multiple 3D modeling
applications to create your model.
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By having multiple back-up files, you can return to the model right before the operation
that introduced the problem and proceed once more. You do not have to spend time
“debugging” your model and you do not have to start over.
6. Regardless of the application, always make sure that you set the unit’s of
measurement before you start modeling.

When you are ready to have the model printed make sure you mark those same units
of measurement on the request form. Marking the wrong units of measurement will
change the size of the printed model when it is imported into the printing software.

Model built using cm. Left one imported using mm, right one imported using cm.
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7. Build your models using as high a polygon count or “model resolution” as is
reasonably possible. If your model has complex curved surfaces or very fine details
like the hand shown below, the printer will better reproduce these features if the model
has a higher polygon count.

8. The time it takes to print a model is dependent on its physical size. Increasing the
number of polygons will have no effect on how long it takes to print. Because the high
and low resolution spheres shown below are the same size, they will both take about
the same time to print.

It is recommended that you use the highest possible resolution for your objects for the
best results.
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9. Model Resolution and Printer Resolution are two different matters. On the ExtrusionBased printers, the printing software gives us control over the thickness of the
individual layers used to build the object. This can be considered to be the Printer
Resolution. The thicker the layers, the lower the “resolution” and the thinner the layers
the higher the “resolution”.

At higher “resolutions”, more layers will be required to fabricate your object and the
longer it will take to print. However, the level of detail of the finished print will be much
more refined. The two octopi shown above are the same size but the one on the left is
printed at a lower printer resolution with a thicker layer height.

Printed using a thicker layer height.

Printed using a thinner layer height.

Note that the octopus printed with a thinner layer height has smoother overall surfaces
and its features have better definition. It also took longer to print.
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10. When printing your object on the Powder-Based printer, you can reduce your total cost
by hollowing out your model. A hollow model uses less material than a solid one. A
solid version of this bust of Nefirtiti will cost almost 3½ times as much as one that has
been hollowed out.

When you hollow out your model for printing on the Powder-Based printer, remember
to keep the walls as close to the 1/8 inch minimum-safe thickness as possible and
include an opening where the un-bonded powder can be removed. Please note that
you will be charged for any un-bonded powder that is trapped inside your printed
object.
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11. When printing your object on the Extrusion-Based printer you can reduce your total
cost by asking to have the percent infill of your object decreased. To give the model
strength but minimize the amount of material is used, the extrusion printers use what is
called infill. In most instances, infill is a scaffold or web of plastic used to fill the space.
When there is no infill (percent infill = %0), the object is completely hollow.

In this incomplete print, the cross-hatched area is the infill. This is about 40%.

Even though decreasing the amount of infill will lower your cost, doing so could
compromise the structural stability of your finished object. It is quite possible that your
object will feel “soft’ or “spongy” especially if it is large.

In this incomplete print, the infill is 100% and the object is solid.
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12. The printer’s “Print Area” is a fixed size. If you are printing an object that is larger than
the print area, you will need to break the model down into smaller, more easily
printable components.

This is a representation of the build box used by the ProJet Powder-Based printer.

The finished pieces can be assembled into your original object using epoxy adhesive
or “superglue. The print area for our printers is as follows (dimension in L x W x H);
ProJet Powder Printer
LulzBot Extrusion Printer

7.3” x 9.3” x 5” (185mm x 235mm x 132 mm)
11.7” x 10.8” x 9.8” (298mm x 275mm x 250mm)	
  

The actual build box of the ProJet Powder-Based printer.
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13. The printing process builds objects by adding layers one on top of the other. For the
Powder-Based printer, this is done by “binding” together thin layers of powder. For the
Extrusion-Based printers, layers of melted plastic is extruded and fused onto each
other. These layers can act like the grain in wood and provide strength for the finished
object provided it is oriented in the proper direction when printed.

In the above example, the “smokestacks” arranged horizontally along the layers
(indicated by the back and white bands) possess a greater cross-sectional surface
area (in red) than the “smokestacks” positioned vertically against the layers. The
greater the surface area over which each new layer of powder is deposited and
“bonded” to the previous one, the stronger and more resistant to damage the finished
object will become.
The orientation is also important in the number of layers required to build the object.
Even if an object has a large cross-sectional surface area, the strength of the object
gradually diminishes as the number of layers increase. In the above example, the
horizontally oriented “smokestacks” require fewer layers to build the object whereas
the vertically oriented ones require almost 10 times the number of layers. This means
that there are more potential points of failure where damage could happen.
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While it is always best to orient your model along the layers, there are some objects
like these interlocking pyramids whose shape makes it impossible to orient the entire
object in this manner. In models such as these there will always be sections that are
weaker than others.
14. The overall durability of your printed object will depend its size, shape, and the
material it is fabricated from. For objects printed using the Powder-Based printer, how
the object is stabilized (Epsom Salt/water solution or ColorBond) will also be a factor.

Depending on the physical features of your object and on which printer it was processed
on, please consider bringing a container and maybe some packing material to protect
your object when you pick it up.
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Common	
  3D	
  Modeling	
  Software	
  File	
  Formats	
  
(Courtesy	
  of	
  artist-‐3d.com	
  -‐-‐	
  http://artist-‐3d.com/free_3d_models/graphics-‐file-‐formats.php)	
  
This is a comprehensive list of the various 3D modeling file formats & extensions and the
software applications that are generally associated with them. Any 3D model built using one
of these file extensions will have to be converted to STL (.stl) format before it can be printed.
3D Graphics List Alphabetic Listing
3D graphics are 3D models list that allow you to build models in real-time or non real-time 3D
rendering.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
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§
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3DMF — QuickDraw 3D Metafile (.3dmf)
3DS, MAX — 3D Studio Max Model (.max, .3ds)
3DT — 3D Topicscape The database in which the meta-data of a 3D Topicscape is held. A 3D
Topicscape is a form of 3D concept map (like a 3D mind-map) used to organize ideas,
information and computer files.
ATY — 3D Topicscape file, produced when an association type is exported by 3D Topicscape.
Used to permit round-trip (export Topicscape, change files and folders as desired, reimport them to 3D Topicscape).
AC — AC3D Model (.ac)
AN8 — Anim8or Model (.an8)
AOI — Art of Illusion Model (.aoi)
B3D — Blitz3D Model (.b3d)
BLEND — Blender (.blend)
C4D — Cinema 4D (.c4d)
Cal3D — Cal3D (.cal3d)
CAG - Linear Reference System.
CFL — Compressed File Library (.cfl)
COB — Caligari Object (.cob)
CTM — OpenCTM (.ctm)
DAE — COLLADA (.dae)
DTS — Torque Game Engine (.dts)
EGG — Panda3D Engine
FACT — Electric Image (.fac)
FBX — Autodesk FBX (.fbx)
FES — 3D Topicscape file, produced when a fileless occurrence in 3D Topicscape is exported
to Windows. Used to permit round-trip (export Topicscape, change files and folders as
desired, re-import them to 3D Topicscape).
G — BRL-CAD geometry (.g)
GLM — Ghoul Mesh (.glm)
LWO — Lightwave Object (.lwo)
LWS — Lightwave Scene (.lws)
LXO — Luxology Modo (software) file (.lxo)
MA — Autodesk Maya ASCII File (.ma)
MB — Autodesk Maya Binary File (.mb)
MD2 — Quake 2 model format (.md2)
MD3 — Quake 3 model format (.md3)
MDX — Blizzard Entertainment's own model format (.mdx)
Common 3D Modeling Software File Formats
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MESH — New York University(.m)
MESH — Meshwork Model (.mesh)
MM3D — Misfit Model 3d (.mm3d)
MM — FreeMind mind map file (XML).
MMP — Mind Manager mind map file.
TPC — 3D Topicscape file, produced when an inter-Topicscape topic link file is exported to
Windows. Used to permit round-trip (export Topicscape, change files and folders as
desired, re-import them to 3D Topicscape).
NIF — Gamebryo NetImmerse File (.nif)
OBJ — OBJ (.obj)
OFF — OFF Object file format (.off)
PRC — Adobe PRC (embedded in PDF files)
POV — POV-Ray Document (.pov)
RWX — RenderWare Object (.rwx)
SIA — Nevercenter Silo Object (.sia)
SIB — Nevercenter Silo Object (.sib)
ANEE — 3D Flash Gallery Model[1] (.u3d)
SKP — Google Sketchup file (.skp)
SLDASM — SolidWorks Assembly Document (.sldasm)
SLDPRT — SolidWorks Part Document (.sldprt)
SMD — Valve's format. (.smd)
U3D — Universal 3D file format (.u3d)
WINGS — Wings3D (.wings)
X — DirectX 3D Model (.x)
X3D — Extensible 3D (.x3d)
Z3D — Zmodeler (.z3d)

Computer-Aided Design List (CAD) Alphabetic Listing
Computer-aided design (CAD) software assists engineers, architects and other design
professionals in project design.
§
§
§
§
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§
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

3dmlw — 3DMLW (3D Markup Language for Web) files
3dxml — Dassault Systemes graphic representation
ACP — VA Software VA - Virtual Architecture CAD file
AR — Ashlar-Vellum Argon - 3D Modeling
ART — ArtCAM model
ASC — BRL-CAD Geometry File (old ascii format)
ASM — Solidedge Assembly, Pro/ENGINEER Assembly
BIN, BIM — Data Design System DDS-CAD
CCC — CopyCAD Curves
CCM — CopyCAD Model
CCS — CopyCAD Session
CAD — CadStd
CATDrawing — CATIA V5 Drawing document
CATPart — CATIA V5 Part document
CATProduct — CATIA V5 Assembly document
CATProcess — CATIA V5 Manufacturing document
cgr — CATIA V5 graphic representation file
CO — Ashlar-Vellum Cobalt - parametric drafting and 3D modeling
DRW — Caddie Early version of Caddie drawing - Prior to Caddie changing to DWG
DWG — AutoCAD and Open Design Alliance applications
Common 3D Modeling Software File Formats
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DFT — Solidedge Draft
DGN — MicroStation design file
DGK — Delcam Geometry
DMT — Delcam Machining Triangles
DXF — ASCII Drawing Interchange file format - AutoCAD
DWB — VariCAD drawing file
DWF — AutoDesk's Web Design Format; AutoCAD & Revit can publish to this format; similar
in concept to PDF files; AutoDesk Design Review is the reader
EMB — Wilcom - Wilcom ES Designer Embroidery CAD file
ESW — Agtek format
EXCELLON, or Excellon file
FM — FeatureCAM Part File
FMZ — FormZ Project file
G — BRL-CAD Geometry File
GERBER, or Gerber file
GRB — T-FLEX CAD File
GTC — GRAITEC Advance file format
IAM — Autodesk Inventor Assembly file
ICD — IronCAD 2D CAD file
IDW — Autodesk Inventor Drawing file
IFC - buildingSMART for sharing AEC and FM data
IGES— Initial Graphics Exchange Specification / Intergraph's Intergraph Standard File
Formats
IPN — Autodesk Inventor Presentation file
IPT — Autodesk Inventor Part file model - CATIA V4 part document
PAR — Solidedge Part
PRT — NX (recently known as Unigraphics), Pro/ENGINEER Part, CADKEY Part
PLN — ArchiCad project
PSM — Solidedge Sheet
PSMODEL — PowerSHAPE Model
PWI — PowerINSPECT File
PYT — Pythagoras File
SKP- SketchUp Model
RLF — ArtCAM Relief
RVT — AutoDesk Revit project files
RFA — AutoDesk Revit family files
SLDASM — SolidWorks Assembly drawing
SLDDRW — SolidWorks 2D drawing
SLDPRT — SolidWorks 3D part model
Softimage's dotXSI
STEP — Standard for the Exchange of Product model data
STL — Stereo Lithographic data format (see STL (file format)) used by various CAD systems
and stereo lithographic printing machines.
TCT - TurboCAD drawing template
TCW - TurboCAD for Windows 2D and 3D drawing
VC6 — Ashlar-Vellum Graphite - 2D and 3D drafting
VLM — Ashlar-Vellum Vellum, Vellum 2D, Vellum Draft, Vellum 3D, DrawingBoard
VS — Ashlar-Vellum Vellum Solids
WRL — Similar to STL, but includes color. Used by various CAD systems and 3D printing
rapid prototyping machines. Also used for VRML models on the web.
XE — Ashlar-Vellum Xenon - for Associative 3D Modeling
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